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Lessard Design

we design
community.

is an international
architecture and planning firm committed
to creating environments that inspire
connection, collaboration, community and
commerce. Headquartered in the
Washington, DC Metropolitan area, we
have offices in New York, and Ahmedabad,
India.
Our award winning designs have been
featured in the New York Times, the Wall
Street Journal, The Washington Post,
Urban Land Magazine, American Builders
Quarterly, Design, Builder Magazine,
Building Design & Construction, Multifamily
Trends, Green Business Quarterly, and
Inform Architecture & Design.
Lessard firm leaders have experience
working in nearly 20 countries with projects
in the Americas, Europe, Asia and the
Middle East. Our understanding of global
cultures is translated through design that
is sensitive to cultural geographies,
communities, traditions and values.
Lessard’s diverse mulit-disciplinary team
provides the expertise to manage clients
through all design phases – from feasibility,
strategy and through construction.
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FIRM OVERVIEW

Lessard Studio

ABOUT US

RESIDENTIAL DESIGN

Lessard Design provides architecture, planning and interior

THERE’S NO PLACE LIKE HOME: The residential landscape is changing.

design services for new construction, redevelopment, adaptive

Transit-oriented development delivers the opportunity to live, work,

re-use, renovation and expansion projects. Lessard’s clients have

and play close to home, encouraging sustainable lifestyles and

long since learned the value of the firm’s depth of services and

environments. Lessard Design works closely with clients to provide

broad-reaching expertise since Lessard’s founding 27 years ago.

a strong sense of community through planning, design, brand, and

We have the ability to understand the economic constraints of a

shared public amenities.

project associated with land values, project financing and market
conditions that exist today, and assist clients from the very early
planning and rezoning stages through to designing an eye-catching, finished interior, and everything in between.

With experience working in nearly 20 countries, the firm and its leaders
have designed projects in the Americas, Europe, Asia and the Middle
East. Based in the Washington, DC-metro area, Lessard Design’s
significant portfolio of student housing, military housing, green design

The firm’s practice has greatly expanded and today Lessard’s

and urban and town planning, conveys a commitment to building

experience spans several sectors and project types including

urban, suburban, and international communities.

all types and scale of residential projects; mixed-use; hotels;
resorts, casinos and spas; office; retail/entertainment; automotive
dealerships and facilities; military facilities; student housing; green
design; urban and town planning. It is this combination that has led
to the firm’s “one-stop-shop” reputation and many long-standing,
repeat clients.

Close collaboration with the general public, community organizations,
and neighborhood associations ensures welcoming, efficient, and
sustainable environments. Lessard has a notable reputation for
navigating smoothly through federal, state, and municipal regulations
as part of our public project design process.
Our architects and planners support the public review processes as

MIXED-USE & URBAN PLANNING
WE CREATE CITIES THAT WORK:
Lessard provides strategic and smart planning for existing and
growing communities throughout the world. Our experts work closely
with clients to define a broad vision that meets objectives and
provides highly functional and aesthetically pleasing environments.

a vital component to achieving objectives. We’re industry leaders in
residential design. It’s apparent in our communication, collaboration,
and commitment to clients and community.

SERVICES
Architectural Design
Site Planning and Master Planning

We understand how people live, work, and socialize. Our urban

Sustainable Design

planning and design create destination points with ease of access,

Site Analysis

public spaces that encourage interaction, and generate relevant

Feasibility Studies

context in existing neighborhoods. We plan for expansion, growth,

Rezoning and Entitlements

renewal and the future.

Real Estate Development Expertise
HUD Financing Expertise
Project Financial Analysis

© Lessard Design 2015.
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WATERSIDE

Waterside

LOCATION
Loudoun County, VA

KEY FEATURES
Two Sites, 332 Acres
3,789,000 SF of Office
3,309,000 SF of Residential
1,154,000 SF of Commercial
430,000 SF of Office Flex
300,000 SF of Public/Civic Use

Waterside is split across 2 sites totaling
332 acres. The mixed-use project will
incorporate commercial and retail
spaces, as well as residential and office
areas. 3.79 million SF will be devoted
to office space, 3.3 million SF will be
residential, and approximately 1.15
million SF will consist of of commercial
and retail units.

planning & development.
© Lessard Design 2015.
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WATERSIDE
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WESTPHALIA

Westphalia

LOCATION
Prince George’s County, MD

KEY FEATURES
6,000 Acres
710,000 SF of Retail
15,3000 Residential Units
4,650,000 Employment SF

Multi-use plan covering 6,000 acres. Includes

community and significant public infrastruc-

710,000 retail sq. ft., 15,300 residential units

ture. Winding through the community is an

and 4,650,000 employment sq. ft. The ma-

extensive network of beautiful residential,

jor focus of the Westphalia Comprehensive

commercial, educational, and recreational

Concept Plan was to provide an updated vi-

facilities that are combined with natural open

sion, coordination and detailed guidance for

spaces, parkways and pathways; linking the

a 6,000 acre high density mixed-use devel-

community.

opment with a unified, pedestrian-friendly

© Lessard Design 2015.
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RIVERBEND METROPOLITAN WATERFRONT

Riverbend Metropolitan Waterfront

LOCATION
Sayreville, NJ

KEY FEATURES
430 Acres
Embassy Suites
400 Guest Rooms
Hampton Inn
250 Guest Rooms
Great Wolf Lodge
400 Guest Rooms
Residential Units
Business Center
Conference Facilities
Meeting Rooms
Exhibition Space
Spa
Restaurants
Retail/Office
Marina
Mixed-Use
Riverbend Metropolitan is a unique community boasting a blend of residential, entertainment,

to allow for the required site capping, to protect the redeveloped area

sports, shopping and dining. The architectural character of the site optimizes the visual and

from erosion and to ensure that the marsh and ecologically sensitive

physical connection to the Raritan River. Primary building orientation will allow view corridors

water’s edge be preserved in their natural state.

to the river, to distant skylines and regional landmarks.

experience is extended inland by introducing a marina basin that cuts

The riverfront experience is energized with publicly accessible spaces such as the river front

into a portion of the site allowing access for small boats. The project

promenade, marinas, restaurants, cafes, outdoor pavilions, amphitheaters, bicycle and pedestrian

streetscape is enhanced by wide pedestrian sidewalks with integrated

trails connected to pockets of landscaped plazas. The plans call for the installation of a bulkhead

spaces and promenades for retail storefronts and outdoor dining

The waterfront

spaces.

© Lessard Design 2015.
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RIVERBEND METROPOLITAN WATERFRONT

© Lessard Design 2015.

Riverbend Metropolitan Waterfront
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KARINGTON

Karington

LOCATION

Multi-use plan covering 381 acres. Includes 300,000 retail

Bowie, Maryland

sq. ft., 273 luxury townhouse units, 832 multi-family dwelling
units, and 20 live-work units. There is also a hotel and a

KEY FEATURES
381 Acres

conference center. Also included is a complete conceptual
design.

Townhouses and Multi-Family
300,000 SF Retail
700,000 SF Office Space\2 Hotels and a
Conference Center

© Lessard Design 2015.
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BRICKYARD STATION

LOCATION
Prince George’s County, MD

Brickyard Station

Brickyard Station is a 63 acre mixed-use development located in Prince George’s County, Maryland. The first phase of construction includes
433 apartment units, 5,300 square feet of retail space, and more than 13,900 square feet of amenity space creating a transit-oriented community.
One of the largest developments in Prince George’s County, Brickyard Station was designed to support economic development, environmental
improvement, educational growth, and safe and clean streets. The pedestrian-friendly campus also includes walking and biking trails as well

KEY FEATURES

as large open green spaces. Ultimately, Brickyard’s 4- and 5-story buildings will contain 1,200 residential units and 750,000 square feet of

63-Acre Redevelopment

commercial space.

433 Apartment Units
5,300 SF Retail
13,900 SF Amenity Space
4- and 5-Story Buildings
750,000 SF Commercial Space

multi-family low-rise.
© Lessard Design 2015.
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RHODE ISLAND ROW

Rhode Island Row

LOCATION
Washington, DC

KEY FEATURES
275 Residential Units
Transit-Oriented Development
Urban Design
Residential and Retail
Structured Parking
Adjacent to Rhode Island Metro

Rhode Island Metro is a mixed-use, transitoriented development aimed at creating a
unique urban community where people can
live, work and play in the hear t of
Washington, D.C. This vibrant and dynamic
development features 275 luxury residential
apartment units, retail, and structured
parking designed in a main street/boulevard
setting. Rhode Island Metro strikes a
confident pose and creates an architectural
landmark for the Washington Gateway
development as a whole.

© Lessard Design 2015.
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BELCREST PLAZA

Belcrest Plaza

LOCATION

Belcrest Plaza is a mixed-use redevelopment project spanning 25 acres and the project will

Hyattsville, MD

continue the transformation and the revitalization of Hyattsville. It capitalizes on new and
recently developed projects as well as the potential energy of this up-and-coming area within
an established area of the county. Planned on 8 blocks adjacent to Toledo Terrace and

KEY FEATURES

intersecting with Belcrest Road, this property has been planned for mid- to high-rise mixed-

25-Acre Redevelopment

use, as well as low-rise multi-family and townhome components, with both rental and ownership

28 Story Residential Tower

opportunities.

Two 17-Story Residential Towers

The plan carefully balances a variety of residential uses, office, retail and civic places to

200,000 sq. ft. of Office Space

provide the ultimate living experience. Extensive parks, courtyards, and plazas with several

40,000 sq. ft. of Retail

pedestrian walkways and a continuous sidewalk along street frontages assist in unifying the
site thematically, compliment the buildings, and provide iconic art settings.

© Lessard Design 2015.
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ASBURY PARK TOWNHOMES

Asbury Park

LOCATION
Asbury Park, NJ

KEY FEATURES
Multi-Family
Townhomes
Urban Design
Waterfront Community
Multiple Floorplans
Historic Community

Located two blocks from the Asbury
Park oceanfront, this new townhome
community will blend the finest
traditions of the Jersey Shore with
contemporary urban living. Asbury Park
will feature 28 luxury, two- and threebedroom townhomes ranging from
approximately 1,700 sq. ft. to 2,200
sq. ft. All floor plans will include private
entrances and two-car garages.
Dramatic, oversized windows, classic
balconies, and spectacular private
rooftop terraces in each home maximize
views, accentuating the community’s
historic location.

Designed to have the look and feel of a master planned community, Asbury Park is a key element
in the continuing redevelopment of the New Jersey waterfront.

© Lessard Design 2015.
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ASBURY PARK “SURFSIDE”

LOCATION

“Surfside” will blend the energy of urban living with elegance of an urbane modern waterfront. Designed with fresh,

Asbury Park, NJ

contemporary forms, the architectural character integrates materials and color palettes which afford a visual connection

Asbury Park “Surfside”

to the surrounding neighborhood and boardwalk.
With its adjacency to the Asbury Park waterfront and its views of the Atlantic Ocean and Wesley Lake, “Surfside”
offers residents and visitors a palpable sense of where they live. The generous use of glass, multiple balconies and
corner bays allows residents to enliven the retail street and courtyard, while giving the design an urban coastal feel.
The exterior design features a combination of fiber-cement cladding, metal panels, and energy efficient glazing. Fibercement cladding gives the look of wood panels, but provides greater weather resistance, longevity, and insulation.
The façade is layered with modern, but coastal elements such as shading trellises, and French doors. The roof deck
design incorporates wood composite flooring and landscape-edged pathways, echoing the sense of an elegant
boardwalk.

© Lessard Design 2015.
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EAST PIER 7

East Pier 7

Phase One (East Pier 7)

LOCATION

East Pier 7 is a five-story, $67 million luxury mixed-use & residential complex on the East Boston Waterfront. Phase One of this mixed-use

Boston, MA

development will include 150 market-rate and 26 affordable apartments. Once complete, East Pier 7 will include 550 luxury apartments and
70,000 square feet of ground-floor retail and public space. In addition to the spectacular views of the Boston skyline, the development will

KEY FEATURES
176 Residential Units

include a parking garage, theater space, fitness center, business center, and concierge service. The construction of Portside will contribute to
East Boston’s renaissance and improvement as Boston’s next boomtown.

Avg. 1,081 SF Gross Per Unit
17 Studio Units
85 One-Bedroom Units
54 Two-Bedroom Units
6 Extend Stay Studio Units

© Lessard Design 2015.
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DOMAIN COLLEGE PARK (UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND)

College Park

LOCATION
College Park, MD

KEY FEATURES
408,000 SF Development
260,000 SF of Residential Space
Resort-Style Outdoor Pool
Fitness Center
Outdoor Fireplace and Pit
6 Levels of Covered Parking
Coffee and Tea Bar
Business Center
Lounge
Adjacent to the UMD Campus

© Lessard Design 2015.

The site plan and architecture for this new
student housing development is designed
to serve the University of Maryland
student population. Across the street from
UMd’s School of Business, this 408,000
SF development includes 256 apartments
totaling 260,000 SF; 10,260 SF of retail;
and a 2-level parking garage for 380 cars.
The building is comprised of 5 floors
above ground and 1 level below ground.
Parking is located underground and the
first floor.
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EDGEWATER

Edgewater

LOCATION

Edgewater is a phased redevelopment of 23 acres of upland waterfront located across the

Edgewater, NJ

Hudson River from Manhattan. The program is designed to revitalize this tired and under utilized
industrial site with 600,000 SF of mixed-use community buildings, making this area a dynamic
living experience. Existing high-bay industrial laboratory buildings will be adaptively reused and

KEY FEATURES
Redevelopment
Adaptive Re-Use

renovated into 100 loft condominiums with breathtaking views of the Manhattan skyline.
Approximately 400 additional units of affordable and market-rate residential and 100,000 square
feet of commercial/retail will be constructed along a new retail main street.

Urban Design

The project includes schematic design through construction documents and the use of Revit

Repeat Client

software. All services were completed in compliance with relevant building codes, life safety

Multiple Building Types and Sizes

regulations and ADA measures and required cost estimating, renderings and specifications were

Public Use / Common Areas

provided as necessary.

Phased Renovation
Historic Significance
Sustainable Design Features

© Lessard Design 2015.
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THE HIGHLANDS AT MORRISTOWN STATION

The Highlands At Morristown Station

LOCATION
Morristown, NY

KEY FEATURES
3.6 Acre Site
Surrounding Retail
NJ Transit Railroad
218 Units in a 5 Story Building
8,000 SF Retail Space

The Highlands at Morristown Station
is a mixed-use structure on a 3.6 acre
site bordered by existing retail, the
Whippany River and New Jersey transit
railroad in a commercial district of
Morristown. The project program
consists of a five story building with a
mezzanine containing 218 residential
units, 8,000 square feet of street
accessible retail space, 46,714 square
feet of accessory use space and a 6
story subsurface parking garage with
a total of 536 spaces for residential,
retail and commuter use.
© Lessard Design 2015.
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EVANS FARM

Evans Farm

LOCATION
McLean, VA

KEY FEATURES
Luxury Townhomes, Condominiums,
and Single Family Homes
125 Units
Lush Landscape featuring 80 year old
Deciduous Relics

Situated on historic Old Inn Restaurant
in the heart of McLean, Evans Farm
features

luxur y

townhomes,

condominiums and single family
homes. The project captures the flavor,
texture and history of the community
with its rich streetscape that invites
pedestrian traffic and social interaction.
In preserving the quality of the historic
site, the project team saved mature

The design utilizes a rich palette of materials and

trees, the mill and carriage house. The

finishes. Architectural features include pre-cast

lushly landscaped development is an

stone, brick, siding, pitched roofs, shingles,

eclectic adaptation of traditional

cantilevered balconies, interior and exterior

architectural styles. It echoes the Beaux

columns, dormers, large windows, transoms,

Arts quality of Embassy Row and

curved window walls, volume ceilings and sweeping

Georgetown’s ambiance with its

staircases along with gourmet kitchens, deluxe

Colonial, Craftsman and Georgian

baths, attic lofts and three-car garages.

styles.
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AVALON TRAVILLE

Avalon Traville

LOCATION
North Potomac, MD

© Lessard Design 2015.
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SYMPHONY PARK

Symphony Park

LOCATION
Bethesda, MD

© Lessard Design 2015.
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SYMPHONY PARK

Symphony Park

Located in North Bethesda, MD, Symphony Park’s 4-story brownstone units
are 3,000-4,000 square feet, including
a top-level loft and two rooftop terraces. The 120 UNITS are 16’ wide, 20’
wide, and 24’ wide, and are priced at
$1 million to $1.4 million (with pre-construction offers starting at $900,000).

© Lessard Design 2015.
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VIZCAYA CONDOMINIUMS

Vizcaya Condominiums

LOCATION
Essex, NJ

© Lessard Design 2015.
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MONUMENT SQUARE

Monument Square

LOCATION
Henrico County, VA
The historic district’s influence is evident in brick facades, modillions,
ironwork, roof lines, ornamental trim and turrets. Unique features
include 3 ½-story homes, two-car garages and rooftop balconies.
Monument Square includes 95 townhome-style condominium units
and 143 mansion-style condominiums located in 11 different buildings,
each with its own distinct historic charm.
Located on Richmond’s historic and prestigious Monument Avenue,
this community comprises approximately 13 acres of urban row homes
and condominiums, blending the traditional charm of the Fan District
aesthetic with urban modernism.

© Lessard Design 2015.
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JEFFERSON AT MARKET PLACE

Jefferson at Market Place

LOCATION
Washington, DC

Jefferson at Market Place is a 220 unit
mixed income property located in the
Shaw neighborhood of Washington DC.
The project will include 15,000 SF of
retail space along 7th street.
Metropolitan Development is working
with the residents of Jefferson at Market
Place to facilitate the redevelopment
efforts with the city.

multi-family mid-rise.
© Lessard Design 2015.
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ATLANTIC STATION

Atlantic Station

LOCATION

Atlantic Station is located at the intersection of two main arteries of Stamford, CT: Atlantic

Stamford, CT

Street and Tresser Boulevard, in the city’s business core area. This mixed-use development
encompasses both retail and residential in its two phases of construction. Phase One, the
North Tower, will include 26 stories and 325 rental units amounting to 345,000 square feet

KEY FEATURES

of residential and 32,000 square feet of retail space plus 12,000 square feet converted to a

650 Units

restaurant. Phase Two, the South Tower, also includes 26 stories and 325 condominium

873,400 gross square feet

units, and will encompass 485,000 square feet of residential and 16,400 square feet of retail

830,000 gross square feet of residential

space. Atlantic Station will altogether include 650 units and 873,400 gross square feet.

43,400 gross square feet of retail

© Lessard Design 2015.
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THE AVANT

The Avant

LOCATION
Reston, VA

KEY FEATURES
359 Units
28,000 SF of Retail
15 Stories
Fitness Center
Outdoor Pool
Clubroom
6 Levels of Covered Parking

The Avant in Reston, VA features 359 units of luxury living right in the heart of the town’s retail center. With over 28,000
square feet of retail, residents enjoy the town center just steps away from their spacious units with top-of-the-line appliances,
granite counter tops, walk-in closets, luxurious features and amenities including a club room, pool, fitness center, cyber café,
and garaged parking. The surrounding streets are filled with top dining and shopping options, and the building is less than a
quarter mile from the future Metro station. The town center also hosts many dynamic community events year-round.

© Lessard Design 2015.
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Tysons Corner, VA



LOCATION












































LUXURY LIVING IN TYSONS CORNER
The Parc Crest Development will be the first luxury high-rise condominium developed in Tysons
Corner in over twenty years. The development will consist of 1,354 condominiums, both luxury
high-rise and loft, and 100,000 square feet of retail on a 14-acre site in the heart of Tysons
Corner, Virginia.
© Lessard Design 2015.

multi-family high-rise.
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OVATION AT PARC CREST

Ovation at Parc Crest

LIVE. WORK. SHOP.
Tyson’s Corner real estate is some of
the most desirable in the Washington,
D.C. Metro area. Located in Fairfax
County, VA, Tyson’s Corner has
become a signature destination for
authentic living, stellar shopping, and
workplace commerce.

Residents of the Tyson’s Corner
community enjoy well-designed
neighborhoods, outstanding schools,
up-scale retail, and employment
opportunities supported by evolving
metro systems.

© Lessard Design 2015.
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MIDTOWN TOWERS AT RESTON TOWN CENTER MIXED-USE

Midtown towers at Reston Town Center

LOCATION
Reston, VA

KEY FEATURES
Residential
Commercial
Office
Hospitality
Urban Design
Multiple Building Types
Multiple Building Sizes
Public Use / Common Areas
Sustainable Design Features
Award Winning

The Reston Town Center is a large, nationally recognized, award-

The bases of the towers include street side restaurants and shops.

winning mixed-use development including residential, office, hotel and

The site plan incorporates a thru street and pedestrian muse to promote

retail uses as well as new streetscapes and public spaces. Lessard

an intimate urban experience, encourage pedestrian flow and social

worked on the master planning, architecture and interior design of 10

interaction. Based on New York’s successful Gramercy Park, its urban,

buildings ranging in height from 4 to 21 stories each.

contemporary design integrates existing design elements of the Reston

Lessard designed Midtown at Reston Town Center: twin 21-story

Town Center. Each tower consists of approximately 300 condo units

condominium towers, featuring a two-story amenities building with a

plus 15,000 square feet of restaurant/retail space. The condominium

conference center, dining facilities, club room and movie theater. The

towers are connected to a 2-story main entry lobby, club room facility

amenities building overlooks a park with an outdoor amphitheater and

and other amenities on the upper floor.

cafes. Additionally, a landscaped plaza with fountain, pool and jacuzzi
connects the 21-story towers.

© Lessard Design 2015.
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MIDTOWN RESIDENCE

© Lessard Design 2015.

Midtown Towers at Reston Town Center
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TRUMP PLAZA

Trump Plaza Mixed-Use

LOCATION

Trump Plaza is an iconic component in New Rochelle’s comprehensive plan for revitaliza-

New Rochelle, NY

tion, situated on a downtown 1.9 acre site. The project features a 32-story high-rise tower of
149,600 square feet with a total of 181 residential units on 30 floors, street accessible retail

KEY FEATURES
Urban Design
Commercial and Office
Retail and Parking

located on the first 2 floors and an underground parking facility with 240 spaces for residential
use. Parking for the retail space is provided by a pedestrian bridge that connects to an adjacent
municipal parking garage. In addition, the building’s design incorporates façade treatments,
landscaping, building placement and varied building heights to enhance and compliment the
character of the commercial area.

Residential
Multiple Building Types/Sizes
Public Use / Common Areas
Sustainable Design Features

TRUMP PLAZA stands as an elegant piece of sculpture, combining large glass planes
with two shades of peach and pink precast concrete. The unit layouts are outstanding, offering
quality livability combined with incredible views of the city, the river, the sky, and beautiful
sunsets. 75% of the units were spoken for well ahead of the building’s completion. In short, it
has become the place to live in New Rochelle.
© Lessard Design 2015.
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TRUMP PLAZA

Trump Plaza Mixed-Use

The site design was created to feature the building as a focal point,
symmetrically placed on axis at the end of the main street in the city
and also as an iconic element essentially visible from anywhere in
New Rochelle. As one city official expressed, “This building is the
Empire State Building of New Rochelle.”
© Lessard Design 2015.
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TRUMP PARC

Trump Parc

LOCATION

Trump Parc is a 35-story, 170-unit luxury waterfront condominium tower developed by Donald

Stamford, CT

Trump and Cappelli Enterprises. The tower offers waterfront views and luxurious living, setting
a new standard in the Stamford skyline. Chris Lessard designed both the architecture and the

KEY FEATURES
Multi-Family
Condominiums
Urban Design

interiors for this development which also includes 6 duplex penthouses and luxurious amenities
including a lushly landscaped terrace, indoor swimming pool, full-service health club, party
room, library, billiard room and screening rooms. Trump Parc, opened in fall 2009, is the tallest
building in Stamford and the second tallest residential building in the state of Connecticut.

Public Use / Common Areas
Sustainable Design Features

An exciting, new building in Stamford, residents enjoy the seventh, amenity-rich floor of the
building that includes a landscaped deck, an indoor swimming pool, a full-service health club,
a club room, library, a billiard room and screening rooms. This building also offers some
remarkable views of Long Island Sound and the location is only a few blocks from the Main
Stamford Metro North Train Station.

© Lessard Design 2015.
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TRUMP PARC

© Lessard Design 2015.

Trump Parc
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RITZ-CARLTON NORTH HILLS

Ritz-Carlton North Hills

LOCATION
North Hills, Long Island, NY

KEY FEATURES
Ritz-Carlton
Multi-Family
Ballroom
Business Center
Spa
Clubhouse
The Ritz-Carlton Residences, North Hills offers the exclusivity and privacy of a luxurious gated
community with the only Five-Star lifestyle on the North Shore of Long Island, just 20 miles
from Manhattan. The sprawling residences feature the legendary services of the world-renowned
hotel company coupled with a stately 35,000 square foot clubhouse, encompassing world-class
interiors a private health spa and fitness center, grand ballroom, wine tasting lounge, private
dining rooms a club room, screening theater and board room.

© Lessard Design 2015.
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THE SANDS

The Sands

LOCATION
Turks and Caicos Islands

KEY FEATURES
Clear ocean views from all units
Private screened patios for all units
Direct private beach access
2 Swimming pools
Landscaped courtyard

Designed by Rado Ivanov while at LP Consult

less
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PUKOU INTERNATIONAL CORPORATE R&D PARK

LOCATION

As a wing of Nanjing’s developing 4-site, high-tech cluster, the Pukou International Research

Nanjing, China

and Development Park will play a vital role in building Nanjing’s brand as China’s pioneer

Pukou International Corporate R&D Park

software city. This mixed-use development features residential, retail, and office buildings.

KEY FEATURES
Mixed-Use Development
Multi-Modal Transit-Oriented Development
Residential

There are several modes of transportation for the area including bike paths, a subway system,
and a pedestrian path. This long and winding path, known as the organic green connector,
allows people to move about the site easily going from work to the beautiful lake running
throughout the development and to other parts of the park.

Retail
Office
Organic Green Pedestrian Pathway

© Lessard Design 2015.
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NANJING SOFTWARE PARK WEST

LOCATION

Nanjing Software Park West is a piece of the community’s emerging software city. The concept

Nanjing, China

of “live, work, & play” has been realized through the creation of overlapping zones for each

Nanjing Software Park West

function. The two main zones are “life” and “work”, which feature offices and retail stores.

KEY FEATURES
Commercial Center
Connected “Life” & “Work” Nodes

The outer zones include residential and educational developments as well as transportation
and open green space. These overlapping zones allow visitors, workers and residents to
achieve maximum work-life balance.

Technology Intelligence Center

© Lessard Design 2015.
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PRINCE FAHAD BIN SALMAN CHARITABLE ASSOCIATION

Prince Fahad Bin Salman Charitable Association

LOCATION
Arriyadh, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

KEY FEATURES
36,450m2 (393,000 SF) of low-rise
office buildings on two sites
Institutional and Government Offices
Retail / Restaurant / Cafe Spaces
Commercial Office Space

This project involves the development of buildings on two separate sites within the prestigious
Diplomatic Quarter section of the capital of Saudi Arabia. These buildings provide space for several
distinct types of tenants: institutional/governmental tenants, commercial office tenants, and
retail/restaurant/café tenants. The $27 million development provides space for the consolidation
of the personnel and resources of the Prince Fahad Bin Salman Charitable Association for Renal
Failure Patients Care. Both sites are being developed by the Arriyadh Development Authority, a
prominent agency of the national government. Lessard provided programming, site planning,
architecture, interior design, landscape design and interior space planning for these two sites.

© Lessard Design 2015.
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RAHEJA ICONIC TOWERS
LOCATION

Dharuhera, spread over 4500 acres, has 15 out of 24 sectors reserved for residential use. The

Dharuhera, Haryana (India)

increase in residential and industrial development has resulted in the demand for substantial

Raheja Iconic Towers

commercial space. Raheja Oma with its unique retail-hospitality-office mix will help provide
adequate commercial space for this growing township. Facilities would include shopping arcade,
entertainment thrills, large food courts, banks, ATMs and much more.

© Lessard Design 2015.
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FIVE KEY ELEMENTS OF THE MODERN TOWN CENTER

“

Programmable public
space is the center
of any Modern Town
Center and enables its
24 hour activity and

Five Key Elements of The Modern Town Center

LIVE. WORK. CONGREGATE. In our ever-changing world of distant call data

retail becomes more of a commodity when integrated into a mixed or multi-use development,

centers and online lives, a trend has emerged from that of isolation within a community, to

resulting in happier employees, safer environments, greater asset protection and escalation

the desire for a hip and vibrant town center lifestyle, replete with retail, office and residential

in value. Residential demographic trends support this change by showing buyers’ increased

components. It’s the very shift away from the traditional strip mall to online shopping that

desire for socialization within their communities. The well-planned MTC incorporates all of

has sparked an ever-evolving development process and resulted in the Modern Town Center

these current movements while remaining flexible enough to address future growth or market

“

vibrancy.

mixed-use
© Lessard Design 2015.

vs.

multi-use

(MTC) - the future of retail. Evidence of this change is everywhere. Mixed-use or multi-use

changes. It is a diverse, 24-hour project that maximizes an area through mixed or multi-use

developments are no longer just an urban solemnity; they have migrated to suburbs following

developments, yet remains intimate and life changing through its ability to create a social

population shifts. Retail incorporated into public or civic spaces with integrated office and

atmosphere. Successful MTCs have one thing in common; they adhere to 5 key elements that

residential has become more successful than retail alone. The stand-alone office and office over

ensure lasting and memorable destinations for years to come.
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RETAIL- ITS THE HUB OF VIBRANCY

Retail- Its The Hub Of Vibrancy

The MTC is an energetic, forward-moving oasis within which people live, work, eat and, most

Crucial to the MTC’s identity is the retail tenant mix; is it inundated with restaurants,

importantly, shop. It is retail that drives much of the MTC’s success; therefore, creating a

entertainment, or fashion? What audience will it draw and what will be its theme? Determining

memorable retail zone is critical to the success of the other components as well as the overall

the right retail mix for the area requires thorough market and trade area studies prior to design.

longevity of the development. While analyzing the MTC, it is clear that retail surrounding public

For the project to be a success, it must be memorable and create something no other Town

or civic spaces will be the most diverse and vibrant of experiences - as well as the most

Center has … And that “thing” should be driven off the retail and public space.

lucrative.

Mixed-use, residential, office
and retail around public node.

Retail outside of the public node is the
most dynamic and successful retail.

PROJECTS DEMONSTRATING THE
300’ WALKABLE RETAIL RADIUS

“

Walkable dimensions
for retail cores are
essential to maintaining retail Vibrancy
and activity.

“

Public space is large enough for
programmable events.

A. National Harbor-Prince George’s County, MD
B. Phillips Place-Charlotte, NC
C. Santana Row-San Jose, CA
D. Mizner Park-Boca Raton, FL

To create a solid retail hub, it is important to first dissect the space into a series of retail breaks

An important point to consider when determining the retail mix is that retail zones will increase

based upon proven dimensions. All MTC retail cores have a 300’ walkable radius where the

in size by segment. Understanding these incremental size variances is important for the long

majority of retail and public uses are situated. This, of course, means that there is an overall

term success of the retail in your Town Center. The following is a simple guide for determining

dimension of 600’ that should be respected and will subsequently become a part of a series of

the ultimate size of a MTC’s retail component:

100k-150k sf-neighborhood center size
250k-350k sf-lifestyle center size
550k-600 sf-power center size
800k-850 sf-regional retail center size
1.2m-1.5 sf-super regional retail center size

300’ radii for larger, more diverse Town Centers.

© Lessard Design 2015.
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RETAIL- ITS THE HUB OF VIBRANCY

Retail- Its The Hub Of Vibrancy

Destination/event retail with restaurant/boutique along water’s edge.

Neighborhood retail
grocery anchor.



Entertainment
retail.

office
zone
300 ft.



Hotel

© Lessard Design 2015.
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MARKET REALITY CHECK (PLEASE)

Market Reality Check (Please)

The appeal of the MTC is obvious. It offers citizens an integrated, livable community with all

Market research is invaluable in determining the proper component mix and which component

components within a walkable, diverse setting. However, not all Town Centers are the same

will come to life at which time of day. Mixed-use retail is very much driven by the associated

and there is no a cookie cutter mix of retail to office to residential that can be replicated around

vertical components of the development, while office is a large driver of daytime vibrancy,

the world. It is through market analysis and studies that the needs for a MTC Development are

especially the restaurant retail zone. Residential components come to life in the evening and

determined.

will often stretch shopping hours much later than normal suburban retail.

B.

A.

Parking

Parking

A.
Res/Retail

Grocery

C.
Parking

Retail

D.

Hotel/Retail

B.

B.

Restaurant
Zone

C.

multi-use

Cinema

Parking

mixed-use

MULTI-USE

MIXED-USE

A. Traditional Neighborhood Retail with Parking

A. Service Retail with Close Proximity Parking

B. Residential

B. Public Node

C. Main Street Boutique/Local Retailers

C. Entertainment Retail Restaurant
D. Grocery with Ground Floor Parking in Front of Entrance.

Retail may be the main driver for the development, but a thorough market analysis will also
determine the Residential and Office needs as well as help create a new market for both. The
retail components in both mixed- and multi- use developments have different drivers that need
to be identified for maximum retail success throughout the 24-hour life cycle.

Multi-use or more horizontal mixed-use developments have a different retail driver from the
more traditional setup in that these developments are retail destinations unto themselves rather
than being dependent upon the integrated uses of the development. This changes the retail mix
to a larger concentration of “service” oriented retail with more automobile access which, in

1500-5k sf- in-line retail
4k-9k sf- restaurants
15k-30k sf- jr. anchor retail
45k-75k sf- grocer
50k-85k sf- mid-tier anchor retail
125k-150k sf- anchor retail

turn, increases the importance of convenient parking to the potential retail mix.

© Lessard Design 2015.
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PHASING THE ROAD TO FINANCE

Phasing the Road to Finance

Projects can succeed or fail in the phasing and financing stages, and seemingly simple

Today’s landscape of debt turmoil and financial instability demands a structured phasing

components can wildly impact the entire development. Master plans must include a phasing

strategy that addresses both market conditions and the ability to properly finance complex

strategy and have the flexibility required to adapt to market changes and zoning requirements.

projects. Fortunately, engaging public finance opportunities, such as Tax Increment Financing

The phasing of the MTC is vital to the initial success and long term viability of the project.

(TIF), is an option in some areas. TIF allows components such as parking to be financed up

Critical mass needs to be generated at the onset so the first phase feels complete and finished.

front from future development revenues. This option works better in denser, mixed-use projects

Simply put, retail will not succeed if its surroundings are under construction for 10 years!

where parking garages can be implemented.
Hotel.
Big box retail.
Neighborhood retail with grocer.

A.

D.

“

Critical mass needs
to be generated from
the start to ensure a
viable and completely
phased project.

“

Retail surrounding event lawn with
programmable space.

B.

Residential.

A.
Office.

C.

A. Phase I-Critical Mass at Retail Zone

A. Service Retail with Close Proximity Parking

B. Phase II-Office Over Retail

B. Public Node

C. Phase III-Hotel

C. Entertainment Retail Restaurant

D. Phase IV-Critical mass of Residential

D. Grocery with Ground Floor Parking in Front of Entrance.

The core of the MTC, with its public place and surrounding retail, residential and office, must

Phasing is also important because the ability to finance these complex developments often

be self supporting. Financial models often treat individual elements of each phase separately

hinges on phasing strategies and the correct mix of retail to office to residential is important

because of the different ways money is generated from them. Finding the right public financing

for attaining critical mass at the onset. This is also the opportunity to create a “buzz” about the

opportunities requires an understanding of the project and an ability to research the local

project by slightly under-sizing the first phase of retail, which will often create demand and is

jurisdiction.

healthy for the long-term viability of the retail components. Phasing strategies must account
for seamless growth, especially in the retail zone. Interrupted retail can make future phases of
retail hard to lease.

© Lessard Design 2015.
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PARK IT AND THEY WILL COME

Park It and They Will Come

A poorly planned parking program is the death knell for a development. Maximizing space to

On-street parking is important for retail main streets because it animates the retail zone while

ensure proper traffic flow and accessibility to all components is paramount to the MTC’s future.

creating buffers between the sidewalk and the traffic. It also allows for adjacent parking to

The savvy planner will use data from the project’s market analysis to determine the type and

enhance retail parking ratios and will encourage cars to travel down the retail zone and help

distribution of parking throughout the community in such a way as to allow for current use and

in-line retailers’ visibility. To maximize this space, the project should use diagonal parking

future growth.

which increases parking ratios at storefronts by 100% over parallel parking.

“

Parking solutions
are as diverse as the
Town Centers they
serve. They must be
well thought out with

“

an eye to the future.

“

Street parking as well
as tucked garage
parking allows for
diverse retail
solutions.

“

Parking relationships with respect to use and cost are an important part of the MTC dynamic.
A mix of adequate parking ratios with the ability to use shared parking solutions will allow for
the project’s future growth while respecting the overall cost constraints. Parking solutions have
to be economically viable as well as provide necessary adjacencies to maintain retail and community vibrancy. Additionally, the plan must have a contingency that successfully combats
outside stressors such as a required parking ratio dictated by local jurisdictions differing from
market reality. Flexibility of the allocated parking fields is critical to the future of the Town Center.

Parking ratios should be maintained within 500 feet of the retail zone – further distances may

Parking fields need to be strategically placed for current phase parking solutions and adjacen-

hinder peoples’ desire to “walk to shop”. Town Center retail zones should be designed for a

cies as well as future development flexibility; for instance, parking fields at the perimeter must

5/1000 SF retail parking ratio and a 10/1000 restaurant ratio. Shared parking strategies should

allow for multi-use growth with the ability for structured parking conversions. These parking

be incorporated to maximize the parking numbers and minimize development costs. Since the

fields offer current phases the needed parking for viability and present the most flexible op-

MTC is a 24-hour project, it makes sense that a parking lot utilized by office employees during

portunities for changing market conditions and phasing needed for financial capital. Anchor

the day could be used by cinema patrons at night.

parking and general parking fields need to be safe, open, and well lit to ensure that the patrons
will revisit to shop or gather.

© Lessard Design 2015.
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IT’S ALL CONNECTED

It’s All Connected

A fully integrated MTC must boast connectivity between components via automobile, public

While the approach will differ depending on whether the development is based on a vertical

transportation, and most importantly, pedestrian activity. Civic, residential, office, and

or horizontal plan, both types require consideration for each component. Office and retail are

retail should integrate with parks and public nodes, resulting in a flawlessly interconnected

successfully mixed by controlling and organizing office entry points. Residential needs must

neighborhood. It is through careful placement of the various components that energy is created

be kept separate and distinct so that residents feel secure and won’t have to share parking.

and sustained. From window shopping to working at an office to choosing a dinner restaurant,

Building size will determine future flexibility.

a connected approach will feed all components and create a lasting impression on visitors and

The strategy for designing the more dense vertical development differs from designing

residents alike.

horizontally. It requires a great deal of attention spent on addressing each component’s needs.

“

Public space
surrounding retail
encourages gathering
and lingering, thereby
extending the retail

“

experience.

“

A.


300 ft.. Radius
5mins walk

G.
F.

B.

5mins walk

C.



300 ft.. Radius

E.

Linear parking and
public space extend
connectivity along the
retail path.

“

D.

A. Residential

E. Neighborhood Retail Center

B. Entertainment Retail (MGM type) with Hotel

F. Hybrid Regional Mall/ Lifestyle Center

C. Entertainment with Hotel

G. Festival Retail

D. Office zone
Integrating multiple uses within the same development is the heart of a MTC. It is also the chief

And since people shop at “eye level”, the retail experience in vertical integration must maintain
a “main-street” appeal on the ground floor. The smart developer will provide retailers with the
appropriate depths and bay sizes for their needs while recognizing that the use above the retail

70’ deep- in-line
100-150’ deep- jr. anchor
150-200’ deep- middle tier anchor
200-250’ deep- grocer
300-350’ deep- anchor

space can be more important than the retail itself.

downfall of badly designed projects that fail to seamlessly structure the flow and placement
of each component while best organizing both vertical and horizontal spaces. Unlike many of
its predecessors, the MTC carries its energy throughout the development, preventing a “dead”
section in retail and an “undesirable” part of the office or residential components.

© Lessard Design 2015.
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IT’S ALL CONNECTED

It’s All Connected

Vertical development will constitute the majority of the development and finding the right use

The width of the sidewalk must provide adequate space for traffic - 10-18 ft. from storefront

and quality ensures the long term value of the investment. Horizontal developments, on the

to curb is typical with 10’ for service retail and 18’ for restaurant uses. Additionally, restaurant

other hand, require a more fluid integration of uses that allows for distinct component areas yet

organization will help vitalize the retail corridor as well as provide the crucial link between retail

does not distract from the overall look and feel of the development.

and the public node. Restaurants serve as mini-anchors allowing intermediate in-line retail to
thrive, and are often best served grouped together to create activity and liveliness.

“

Parking in front of
retail store fronts
will help create a
buffer between the
automobile traffic

“

and pedestrian retail
traffic.

“

The Modern Town
Center’s retail zone
sets the tone for
all other sections residential, office and

“

civic.

It is by nature a less dense form of a MTC that stresses the importance of creating a unifying

Organizing restaurants around or near a public node creates a built-in programming for the

public space within an integrated, walkable layout. Sidewalk design is critical for the movement

public space as people like to be around other people in these settings and activity breeds

and viability of the retail components – and the future of the entire development. The pedestrian

success. Signage must captivate the pedestrian buyer and also be large enough for drive-

experience plays a vital role in the life of a development as both the retail and public node core

by-traffic. The scale must not be too overwhelming but needs to be unique to the specific

will rely heavily on large amounts of pedestrian activity. In fact, the experience of pedestrians

brand. Brand identity animates the retail path and provides the retailer the ability to utilize brand

moving along the retail path is as important as their ability to linger in public spaces. Retail

recognition.

view corridors should be available while public events are occurring. Vehicular traffic should
be minimized at the core and a road system should allow for quick access to parking garages
or fields. Sidewalk design must accommodate intended retail uses – restaurants need larger
areas for outdoor seating.

© Lessard Design 2015.
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IT’S ALL CONNECTED

It’s All Connected

The public place created in Town Centers can take on many forms but is fundamentally an event
oriented space that encourages gathering and lingering. The public place serves as a central
gathering place and can be as simple as a public green or park or as animated as a restaurant
zone where people watching can occur. The ideal space should be flexible to allow for special
events such as a weekend farmer’s market or a summer night outdoor movie. The space should
be programmable for a variety of events all reinforcing the notion of public gathering and
community activity.
The size of the public space in the MTC will vary depending on the size of the retail zone and
overall project. The type of retail also will help determine the size of the public space. Programming
of the public area based on the theme of the town center or retail mix will help determine the
size. Under-sizing the public area will greatly damage the viability of the surrounding retail and
other uses. The area needs to easily accommodate a large gathering area and can be up to a
¼ of the retail zone’s square footage.
The future of retail lies within the MTC and its ability to draw shoppers, residents, employers
and public events — a feat that cannot occur successfully without developing a plan that
incorporates the 5 Key Elements.
This strategy begins with recognizing retail as the hub around which residential, office and
restauran must revolve. From there the type and size of the components are discovered through
a detailed and thorough market analysis that will determine the best mix of
components for the location. After that, proper phasing will ensure the financial viability of the
project by allowing completed sections to thrive while others are under construction. The
successful MTC will address parking as a critical part of the project and not an afterthought.
And finally, the MTC will integrate of all of its components and connect each piece to the overall
theme allowing each of the project components to relate with the others. Strategically incorporating
each of the 5 elements into a thought out plan will provide long term success and viability to
today’s Town Center developments.
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contact
CHRIS LESSARD

8521 Leesburg Pike
Suite 700
Vienna, VA 22182
P: 571.830.1810
E: clessard@lessarddesign.com
W: www.lessarddesign.com

we design
strategically.
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